
TO // QUEENSTOWN LAKES DISTRICT COUNCIL      ATTENTION // PLANNING POLICY TEAM

Full name of submitter(s):

SUBMITTER DETAILS – ADDRESS FOR SERVICE

Organisation (if relevant):

Email:

Postal address:

Phone (inc. area code):

Mobile:

PRIVACY ACT 1993

Please note that submissions are public information. Information on this form including your name and submission will be 
accessible to the media and public as part of the decision-making process. Council is required to make this information 
available under the Resource Management Act 1991. Your contact details will only be used for the purpose of this S293 
process. The information will be held by the Queenstown Lakes District Council. You have the right to access the information 
and request its correction.

FEEDBACK ON THE CLUTHA s293 MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN 5.00PM ON 
TUESDAY 12  OCTOBER 2021

MY SUBMISSION

The specific provisions of the proposal that my submission relates to are:
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S293 RESOURCE  
MANAGEMENT ACT 1991 

FEEDBACK FORM



MY SUBMISSION

My submission is: 

Clearly state whether you SUPPORT or OPPOSE specific parts of the proposal.

SIGNATURE OF SUBMITTER

Signature of submitter: Date:

Decision sought: 

Reasons for my submission:

Private Bag 50072, Queenstown 9348 
10 Gorge Road, Queenstown 9300 
47 Ardmore Street, Wānaka

P: QUEENSTOWN 03 441 0499 
P: WĀNAKA 03 443 0024 

E: services@qldc.govt.nz  W: www.qldc.govt.nz

Person making the submission, or authorised to sign on behalf of an organisation making the submission.
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	Full name of submitters: Timothy George Barke and Victoria Maree Barke
	Organisation if relevant: Whakaoraora Trust
	Email: timgbarke@gmail.com & vickybarke123@gmail.com
	Postal address: 3 De La Mare Place, Queenstown 9300
	Phone inc area code: Tim 027 6000 244, Vicky 027 273 1667
	Mobile: Tim 027 6000 244, Vicky 027 273 1667
	The specific provisions: Section 293 proposal: Proposed alterations to the mapping and landscape classification of the Clutha River / Mata Au Outstanding Natural Feature (ONF) Corridor.

We purchased Lot 2, 213 Stevenson Rd, Waāānaka (DP325795) in 2019 to live a rural farming & equestrian lifestyle, requiring construction of a house (and granny flat to care for elderly parents),necessary farm buildings (machinery storage, stables & workshop), a dressage arena & possibly viticulture. At the time it was zoned Rural General with existing rights to extract water from the Clutha River for irrigation. We are interested in regenerative farming practice land which has been traditionally farmed for generations. The land was subdivided with these purposes in mind & Rural General zoning allowed for this activity.

Unfortunately our purchase was immediately prior to Covid 19 and borders closing, affecting my employment and family revenue so we have had to delay construction plans. The Zoning was then changed to Outstanding Natural Landscape in April 2020, imposing restrictions on what we can do. It has also been proposed to remove our water rights from the river. It is now proposed to zone our land as Oustanding Natural Feature (ONF), further restricting what we can do and significantly increasing costs yet again as we need resource consent for almost everything, where previously we didn't for many things.

This is all at a time when we are struggling with the effects of Covid-19 (I lost my previous job) and we have had to delay our construction plans as a result of effects on tourism.


	My submission: We object to the proposed change in zoning to ONF. It is already zoned ONL with significant restrictions protecting the area and minimal tangible benefit will be achieved by the change to ONF but there will be sigificant increased cost to us.

Our propoerty was subdivided as a rural farm, bought as such and in order to be able to utilise it as has always been intended, we need to be able to do the thing you would normally do on farms including building our house and granny flat, farm buuildings, driveway and dressage arena without the significant extra cost of going through resrouce consent processes we would not have otherwise had to undertake.

We have been negatively affected financially by the effects of Covid-19 forcing us to delay our plans so we really don't need extra unneccessary costs piled on us for no great benefit.

If our property is deemed ONF then surely every hill, terrace or piece of flat ground in the district should also be deemed ONF as there are many more outstanding features of landscape in the district than ours is. It is unfair to target our land scpfically and not every other beatufil piece of land in the district.


	Decision sought: The proposal to change the zoning of our land to ONF is rejected.
	Reasons for my submission: 1. The land we purchased was subdivided into the current blocks (one of which we bought) for the purpose of farming and rural living without the restrictions and costs imposed as a reult of changing to ONF
2. In the last 18 months we have already had our land zoned to ONL from rural general resulting in greater restrictions and increased costs for us to live there and use it as intended - it is unfair to have further costs and restrictions imposed again
3. Our economy and us as individuals have been hit with financial hardship as a result of Cofid-19 - the proposal will increase this financial harm
4. Our intention is to improve the soil and ecosystems on our land - changing to ONF zoning will hinder our ability to achieve this
5. If our land is deemed that it should be ONF then every other beautiful price of land in the district should also be ONF. 
6. What is being proposed is unreasonable, unfair and will not achieve significant benefits, in fact could negatively impact the look of the place if buildings have to be crammed on small building platforms or worse, if it becomes too expensive for landowners to care for the land and just leave it to become barren wastelands that they have been in danger of becoming particularly with no control of rabbit and other pest populations - just look at the river reserve which is infested with rabbits
	Signature of submitter: 
	Date: 05.10.2021
	Check Box1: Off
	Check Box2: Off


